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Introduction

Over the course of studying A-Level politics for two 
years you will  learn a number of different topics

The first topic that you will learn about is Democracy



Democracy Task 1

The debate around 16 year-olds having the vote is 
becoming a key  theme on the debate of improving 
democracy in the UK.
Read the source and complete the following tasks that 
lead on from  the source.



Democracy Task 1



Democracy Task 1







Referendums 

Task 2

• “Referendums for and against” – task on the following

slides

• Using the statements provided complete the table of 
arguments for  and against the use of referendums.

• In September we will go through the correct answers in

class.



Referendums 

Task 2

• REFERENDUMS – FOR AND AGAINST

• Referendums are when the people of the UK have a 
vote (a say) on  a particular issue. Like the 2016 EU 
referendum! Using the  statements provided complete 
the table of arguments for and  against the use of
referendums.



Write the following statements out into the box

that the statement should go in on the following

slide. Two have already been done for you!

• The general public is ill-informed, poorly educated and little interested in politics; its interests are best safeguarded by 
representative democracy – government by politicians

• Wider political participation will help to create a better informed, more educated and more politically engaged electorate

• Referendums do not educate the electorate because their views are largely a reflection of media manipulation and 

pressure from the political elite

• Governments are made more responsible because referendums force them to listen to public opinion between elections

• Referendums extend government power because governments can manipulate the outcome by deciding whether and 
when and over what issues  to call referendums, and they can also dominate the publicity campaign

• Constitutional issues should not be decided simply through the normal legislative processes because they alter the 
way the country is governed:  they thus need to be popularly endorsed

• Referendums give the general public direct and unmediated control over decision-making, ensuring that their 
own views and interests are  expressed, not those of politicians

• Referendums provide only a snap-shot of public opinion at one point in time, and so are not appropriate for making 
constitutional decision that  have far-reaching effect

• Referendums provide a much needed check on government power because they have less control over their outcome 

than over Parliament

• Governments can absolve themselves of responsibility by handing decisions over to the electorate – governments are 
elected to govern (that is,  make decisions)



FOR ISSUE AGAINST

Directdemocracy The general public is ill-informed, poorly educated and little interested in politics; its interests are best safeguardedby

representative democracy – government by politicians

Wider political participation will help to createa better informed, moreeducatedand more politically  

engaged electorate

Political education

Responsible government

Governmentpower

Constitutional issues



Referendums 

Task 2

As a recap:

Once you have filled in every box with a statement you 
will have  completed Task 2 and be ready to share your 
answers with the class  in September



What do you know about British politics?- Task 4

Task 4- Use Internet research to answer the following questions:

1. How many MPs sit in the House of Commons?

2. What is the job of an MP?

3. How many MPs do the following parties have in the House of Commons: Conservatives, Labour, Liberal Democrats, 

Scottish National Party (SNP), Plaid Cymru, Green Party, Sinn Fein, Social Democratic and Labour Party (SDLP), Democratic 

Unionist Party (DUP)?

4. Sinn Fein do not take their seats in the House of Commons. Why?

5. Due to this, how many MPs sit in the House of Commons in reality?

6. What majority does the Conservative Party currently have in the House of Commons?



Current Affairs Task 4

One of the most important tasks in Politics is being up to date with current affairs, read the news online, watch 
the news, newsnight, question time, etc. Here are some tasks for you to research;

Find out about your local MP – who are they? What party do they represent? How long have they been in 
Parliament? What are some of their key beliefs/policies?

Find an example of an important current news story that shows an important aspect of politics, for example, 
what is happening with Brexit, how has Coronavirus impacted on the government? Bring it in with you and be 
prepared to discuss it with the class.



Democracy Video Task 5

Our first topic is on democracy. Watch the following video 
and make some Cornell notes on it. An example of how to do 
this is shown on the following slides, it is not for Politics but 
the principle is the same.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ARnQmrLxjBk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ARnQmrLxjBk


Cornell notes



Political Ideologies - Task 6

As part of your study of politics you will look at a number of political 

ideologies (theories and ideas about how the world works)...

Task 5 – Watch the short video for each ideology and identify the key ideas, philosophers/thinkers and 

criticisms/challenges of each of them – finally try to think of at least one policy (a law implemented by a government in the 

UK) that is based on the values of each ideology. Set this out in a table like the one below...

1. Conservatism - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=khzQ8iOuwgI

2. Liberalism - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KO8OxfFiVv8

3. Socialism - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z_TTYd6yIYI

Conservatism Liberalism Socialism

Key Ideas

Philosophers/Thinkers

Criticisms/Challenges

Policies in the UK

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=khzQ8iOuwgI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KO8OxfFiVv8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z_TTYd6yIYI


News story -

Task 7

Produce a newspaper style report/article that 
addresses why young  people should be interested in
politics.

▪How does politics impact on people’s lives?

▪How can politics change people’s lives?

▪Why is it so important that people in society are 
engaged and active  within the political process?

This is your chance to showcase your own interest in

politics!



Summary

You will have completed the summer independent learning 
activity after you have completed each of the following tasks:
✓Task 1 – Read the source and complete the 3 tasks 

associated with the source

✓Task 2 - The referendum statements have been written into 
the correct boxes

✓Task 3– Researched and answered the knowledge questions on 
British politics



Summary

You will have completed the summer independent learning 
activity after you have completed each of the following tasks:

✓Task 4 - Completed the current affairs research

✓Task 5 - Watched the democracy video and completed the 
Cornell notes

✓Task 6 - – Watched the 3 videos and completed a table on the 
aspects of the different political ideologies

✓Task 7 - Produced your newspaper report/article


